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Adobe Scripting: Your Visual Blueprint to Scripting in Photoshop and IllustratorVisual, 2003
Combining clear, step-by-step screen shots with minimal text, our five Visual series are the ultimate resources for visual learners, who represent up to forty percent of your customers.
 Teach Yourself VISUALLY guides help computer users get up to speed on a wide range of office productivity, graphics, and Web design software. Offering...
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Droids Made Simple: For the Droid, Droid X, Droid 2, and Droid 2 Global (Made Simple (Apress))Apress, 2010

	If you have a Droid series smartphone—Droid, Droid X, Droid 2, or Droid 2 Global—and are eager to get the most out of your device, Droids Made Simple is perfect for you. Authors Martin Trautschold, Gary Mazo and Marziah Karch guide you through all of the features, tips,...
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Python Pocket Reference, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2001
This pocket reference covers the latest Python release 2.2. It is a short, concise reference for the Python programming language, and its most commonly used libraries and tools. Designed to be a quick and easy to use resource for developers, this book serves as a natural companion to O'Reilly's Learning Python and...
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Personal Web Usage in the Workplace: A Guide to Effective Human Resources ManagementInformation Science Publishing, 2003
An important aspect of managing human capital in the 21st century workplace is managing the interface between humans and information technology, particularly the World Wide Web. The Web has changed not only how and where business is conducted, but also how and where work is done. Personal web usage has created many desirable organizational...
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Cloud and Virtual Data Storage NetworkingAuerbach Publications, 2011

	Since I wrote The Green and Virtual Data Center (CRC Press, 2009), I have had the

	opportunity to meet and speak with thousands of information technology (IT) professionals

	around the world, both in person and virtually via different venues. Even as

	that last book was being printed, the ideas to be found in this new book were coming...
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Learn Java for Web Development: Modern Java Web DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Web development is still one of today's most popular, active, and important programming and development activities. From a single web page to an e-commerce-enabled web site to a fully-fledged web application, the Java programming language and its frameworks allow you great...
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Photoshop 7 Power ShortcutsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Photoshop's complexity grows with its popularity: Knowing and using keyboard and  quick-click shortcuts can make a huge difference in your productivity. This book  documents all of the shortcuts officially included (but not found in one spot)  in the Photoshop documentation and organizes them so they're easy to find. The  book shows how each...
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Microsoft Access Version 2002 Core ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2001
With MICROSOFT ACCESS Version 2002 CORE REFERENCE, developers learn how to quickly connect to structured data sources-and extend their solutions to the Web-with code and instruction, straight from the source. Highly regarded programming author Rick Dobson takes readers inside the enhanced capabilities of Access Version 2002, providing the expert...
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Learning Adobe Connect 9Packt Publishing, 2013

	Successfully create and host web meetings, virtual classes, and webinars with Adobe Connect


	Overview

	
		Master all the important features of Adobe Connect
	
		Utilize Adobe Connect for your mission critical web conferencing needs, independent of the type of user devices
	
		A practical...
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Perl Testing: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
Is there any sexier topic in software development than software testing?  That is, besides game programming, 3D graphics, audio, high-performance clustering, cool websites, et cetera? Okay, so software testing is low on the list.  And that's unfortunate, because good software testing can increase your productivity, improve your...
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Linux Server Hacks, Volume Two : Tips & Tools for Connecting, Monitoring, and TroubleshootingO'Reilly, 2005
Today's system administrators deal with a vast number of situations, operating systems, software packages, and problems. Those who are in the know have kept their copy of Linux Server Hacks close at hand to ease their burden. And while this helps, it's not enough: any sys admin knows there are...
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JavaServer Pages, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Since being introduced in 1999, JavaServer Pages™ (JSP) have become a popular and important technology for building dynamic, interactive, content-rich Web sites. JavaServer Pages™, Second Edition is a hands-on guide to working with JSP, offering the easiest and most efficient ways for non-programmers and Web...
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